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Lithium-sulfur (Li-S) technology was identiﬁed as a promising candidate to overcome energy density limitations of common lithium-ion batteries given the
world-wide abundance of sulfur as a low-cost alternative to state-of-the-art
active materials, such as Ni and Co. Li-S cells have received tremendous recognition in recent years, both from a scientiﬁc and industrial perspective. However, only few data on adequate multilayer-pouch cell characterization are available so far, and transparent calculations on components require more
consideration. Because of the gap of lab cell characterization and prototype
cell development, misinterpretations and false expectations are frequently
reported, mostly resulting from lithium and electrolyte excess. For the commercialization of the Li-S technology, rapid transfer of new concepts on the prototype cell level is essential. Furthermore, fundamental studies should concentrate on fundamental scientiﬁc questions related to the main bottlenecks of
Li-S cells: understanding anode and electrolyte degradation phenomena and
realistic evaluation of stabilizing interfaces.

PREMISES AND LIMITATIONS OF LITHIUM-SULFUR BATTERIES AS
NEXT-GENERATION BATTERY SYSTEMS
Lithium-sulfur (Li-S) technology was identiﬁed as a promising candidate to overcome
energy density limitations of common lithium-ion batteries as early as 19771–4 and
has received tremendous recognition in recent years, both from a scientiﬁc and industrial perspective.5–10 In the past decade, through fundamental scientiﬁc work
on new material concepts, modeling, and analytical methods well over 1,000
peer-reviewed reports per year have been published. In addition, several prototype
plants have been built and >460 Wh/kg11–13 on the cell level has already been presented, indicating the principle feasibility of the cell concept. Especially, applications for which weight is a key parameter, in particular in aviation, proﬁt from high
speciﬁc energy cells. The most well-known applications are high altitude long endurance unmanned aerial vehicles (HALE UAVs). The best known of these systems are
Project Loon, Facebook Aquila, and the Airbus Zephyr for geostationary high altitude pseudo-satellite (HAPS) navigation. Their solar battery charging during daytime and discharging at night requires only very low charging rates (approximately
C/10) as one complete cycle takes 24 h. According to Fotouhi et al., future applications will depend on what improvements are made to Li-S, they break down into
three areas: cycle life, power, and both cycle life and power. In addition, it is predicted that the heavy automotive vehicle market will be suitable, particularly for
applications such as buses and trucks. Li-S cells would be useful here as the large
batteries needed would be very heavy if Li-ion was used and Li-S could offer a weight

Context & Scale
Application-relevant data such as
cycle life, rate capability, and
energy density are inaccessible
via electrochemical standard tests
in today’s Li-S-lab cells due to
electrolyte and anode excess
masking major degradation
mechanisms. Because of the gap
of lab cell characterization and
prototype cell development,
misinterpretations and false
expectations of material
development are frequently
reported, and electrode porosity
as well as pressure on cell stack
are neglected.
Rapid transfer of new concepts on
multilayer-pouch cell level is
essential, especially for
electrolytes working in lean
electrolyte regime. Fundamental
studies should concentrate on
fundamental scientiﬁc questions
related to the main bottlenecks of
Li-S-cells: ﬁrst, understanding
anode and electrolyte
degradation phenomena and
realistic evaluation of stabilizing
interfaces is crucial. Further, new
analytical tools allowing
electrochemical studies under
lean electrolyte conditions and in
situ studies of electrolyte and
additive depletion pose
tremendous chances for impactful
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reduction. A 400 Wh/kg Li-S cell with good power capability (e.g., 5C+) but low cycle
life will be useful to the following applications: smaller UAVs, such as hobby and/or
short duration drones used for pleasure, mapping, deliveries, or photography would
be able to ﬂy longer and/or carry larger payloads.14
Furthermore, the world-wide abundance of sulfur is another important aspect for
considering Li-S batteries as a sustainable and low-cost alternative to the nickel
(Ni) and cobalt (Co) containing Li-ion batteries (LIB). Nevertheless, several main challenges are known impeding today’s competitive commercialization of the Li-S battery. The cycling stability of Li-S prototype cells is usually limited because of Li-metal
dendrite formation and electrolyte depletion. These degradation reactions at the
anode surface are signiﬁcantly affected by the highly complex conversion reactions.5
In short, depending on the electrolyte system, soluble lithium polysulﬁdes (LiPSs)
emerge during the (dis-)charge process, diffuse to the anode as well as in un-ﬁlled
volume of the cell out of the stack (dead volume) leading to active material loss,
self-discharge, and other side effects. To overcome these limitations, promising
new electrolytes, separators, carbon materials, and electrode designs have been
introduced.15 Promising concepts are, e.g., metallic lithium protection via lithiumconductive coatings,16–18 carbon ﬁber-enhanced lithium ﬁlms,19 specially designed
anions for solid electrolyte interface (SEI) stabilization,20 and sparingly polysulﬁde
solvating electrolytes.21
However, similar to lithium-metal versus oxide or rather nickel-manganese-cobalt oxides
(NMC)-based batteries,22 there is still a signiﬁcant gap between scientiﬁc ﬁndings from
lab-scale experiments and actual improvements on product level. This gap results from
systematic deviations between few mAh lab (coin or Swagelok) cells and actual prototypes with capacities in the Ah range. Only little data on adequate multilayer-pouch
cell characterization is available so far, although during the past decade, extensive academic research has been carried out, especially on cathode adaption.23 In 2017, an
intensive literature research within a perspective article on Li-S cells revealed that studies
on practical cells need to be intensiﬁed as results obtained in bottom or coin cells are
very often misleading, as discussed in detail in Cleaver et al.15 Since 2017, an increasing
number of articles published pouch cell results analyzing the translation from coin to
pouch cell for lithium-metal batteries in general24–27 and Li-S batteries in
particular.16,21,22,28–37 Nevertheless, values for Wh/kg on cell level, practical cathode
areal capacities, low electrolyte amounts, and transparent calculations on
components13,16,28,30,35,36 are rarely found and require more consideration. Moreover,
developments in regard of electrolyte formulations with low polysulﬁde solubility working under lean conditions have been made. Especially in electrolytes with high polysulﬁde solubility, the more sulfur that can be dissolved, the more sulfur will diffuse in
different directions and precipitate. This might lead to inhomogeneous Li2S and/or sulfur
utilization during cycling and will negatively inﬂuence the cycling stability. Also, the more
sulfur that is dissolved in the electrolyte, the more likely inhomogeneous reaction and
hence SEI formation takes place. This also has a detrimental effect on the cycle stability.
The electrolyte is hence a crucial key parameter in order to decrease polysulﬁde solubility and the accompanied issues that include active mass loss, low Coulombic efﬁciency,
and the reaction of polysulﬁdes with the metallic lithium anode. These ﬁndings also need
rapid transfer to high energy prototype cells.21,38
While recent publications report on high cycle life (>1,000 cycles) and high speciﬁc
capacities at high active material loadings in small lab cells,15 actual prototype
pouch cells still suffer from very fast degradation, mostly due to electrolyte depletion and anode degradation.22,24
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research. In addition, tap density
and the accompanied swelling
and compaction behavior of
cathodes in different electrolytes
should be further addressed.
Consequently, pressure
distribution in pouch cells should
be monitored and adapted to the
respective mechanical properties
of the cathode and anode. These
guidelines help to realize a
breakthrough of the Li-S
technology as a sustainable, safe,
and lightweight energy storage
option in the near future.
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The reason behind will be thoroughly discussed later on, after comparing typical lab
cells with prototype pouch cells. As a consequence of these unsolved issues, a wide
commercialization of practically relevant Li-S cells has not been achieved so far, and
the strong discrepancy between high level academic research but limited performance at prototype cell level is unsatisfying.

PRINCIPAL COMPARISON LAB CELL VERSUS MULTILAYER-POUCH
CELL
Most lab-scale experiments on (Li-S) batteries use coin-type cells with about 1–6 mAh
capacity. Cells being applied in consumer electronics, power tools, drones, and electric
vehicles may differ in shape and size but all employ double-sided electrodes and achieve
about 0.45–1.2 Ah capacity. Intuitively, this translates into a signiﬁcant scaling factor
(>500) for all cell components when transferring results from lab scale to prototype level.
Among the different cell formats (cylindrical, prismatic-hardcase, and pouch), pouch
cells seem to be superior for maximizing the speciﬁc energy because of the low weight
of cell packaging. For manufacturing single prototype cells, stacking of electrodes and
separators can be carried out with less effort than winding an electrode-separator stack
for cylindrical cells.24 Also, cell volume changes can be evaluated and eventually better
controlled or compensated.26,39,40 In addition, several stages are feasible, starting from
one-layered32,34 versions with manageable active material amounts and going up to a
few30,31,39,41 and multilayered pouch cells.21,22,28,39 The higher the stack, the more electrode area and consequently more sulfur-carbon composite is required. A high uniformity of the double-sided coating is needed, which is challenging as sulfur sublimes
when state-of-the-art solvents for battery coating inks evaporate. Table 1 and Figure 1
compare the major differences between a lab-scale (coin-type) cell and a multilayer prototype cell. Moreover, associated challenges for different parameters regarding the
transfer of research ﬁndings from coin to pouch cell are described.
Formats are critical in terms of internal resistance, transferring the electrons from the
welded tabs to the opposite side of each electrode in a pouch cell. Also, generating
heat is an issue that needs to be precisely considered when enlarging cells. In addition, commercially available lithium foils are only available with 100 mm width
limiting common formats being established for LIB.
One-layered pouch cells are more easily assembled, though it is challenging to
establish a homogeneous adhesion between the separator and both electrodes in
the pouch cell. In addition, the dead volume is higher than that in a multilayered
pouch cell. The processability of components and materials (e.g., mechanical stability of coatings and weldability of current collectors) is important. In a coin cell
comprising an areal pressure, mechanical disintegration of materials and the accompanied overpotential can be better compensated than in a pouch cell. In pouch cells,
however, the pressure distribution on active materials44 that undergo a volume
change can be adapted by applying external pressure.40 Consequently, one important challenge is to ﬁnd a rational balancing of cathode loading, electrolyte amount,
and anode thickness for optimal energy densities and cycle stability on the cell level.
In conclusion, most lab-scale experiments in Li-S literature do not allow a direct
transfer to the practical pouch cell level, and as a consequence, important aspects
of the relevant Li-S cell chemistry are overlooked.
Multilayer-pouch cells require several additional process steps and thus add
complexity to the system. On the other hand, the reduction of dead volume, better
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Table 1. Comparison of Coin Cells with Pouch Cells Regarding the Most Relevant Parameters and Associated Challenges
Parameter

Coin Cell

Multilayered Pouch Cell

Challenges

Material amount
required

for cathode testing, 20–100 mg
of porous carbon is required for
app. 10 3 10 cm2

depending on the way of coating
(one or double sided) and coating
process (ink versus dry ﬁlm): 10–
100 g of material >>100 cm2

scalable synthesis of innovative materials

Electrode layout

one-sided coating required,
spherical shape of electrodes
depending on the respective
cell (EL, HOHSEN, Swagelok,
coin cell)

double-sided coating

development of coating and drying processes that
guarantee symmetric coatings on both sides of the
foil (thickness, density)

Electrode ink
in manufacturing
process

various blending techniques
possible, swing mills with
shearing forces are often
employed

pre-mixing or grinding necessary,
blending with binders in >500 mL
scale necessary

stable, homogeneous suspensions of binder, active
material, and conductive additive in larger batches

Electrode coating
process

table coater (max. 200 3
300 mm2 sheet)

slot die or comma bar coating

slot die coating requires homogeneous gas-free ink
transportation and avoiding clogging of the slot die
equipment

pre-milling of particles may inﬂuence carbon
porosity42

avoiding sublimation of sulfur on one side when
drying the second one

applying shearing forces in a larger 500 mL batch is
more challenging or needs extra kneading
equipment than in a 50 mL swing mill beaker

for comma bar coating, sedimentation of particles
can occur during the period of coating leading to
inhomogeneous active material loadings
Potential drop
and electric
resistance

only intrinsic electrode layer
resistance, the electric contact
works via the entire cathode area

sheet resistance depends on current
collector, electrode layer, and tap
welding resistance

Electrolyte
excess required

at least 4–5 mL/mg electrolyte
amount per sulfur mass
depending on the vapor
pressure of the respective
solvent

<3 mL/mg electrolyte to sulfur ration;
excess is lower compared to coin cell
as dead volume is lower to achieve
relevant speciﬁc energies

transfer of innovative material/current collector
concepts (e. g., based on carbon) into pouch cells
due to the increased ohmic loss along the electrode
welding metal taps on a carbon current collector
minimization of the volume outside of the cell stack
(‘‘dead volume’’) because it needs to be ﬁlled with
electrolyte, both in coin and in pouch cells
dead volume minimization in thin CR2016 coin cells
is limited to a certain degree to 25 mL by employing
increased spacer thickness and leaving out springs
in pouch cells, dead volume can be decreased by
increasing the electrode stack or rather the number
of electrodes

250 mm lithium thickness in
combination with 2.2 mg/cm2
sulfur loading and 70% sulfur
utilization results in 20:1 n/p and
19-fold lithium excess

50 mm lithium thickness in
combination with 2.2 mg/cm2 sulfur
loading and 70% sulfur utilization
results in 4:1 n/p and 3-fold lithium
excess

masking of electrolyte depletion and increased cycle
life when employing electrolyte excess in
combination with lithium excess

Volume in cell
outside of the
cell stack (dead
volume)

high (app. 25 mL for CR 2016 with
1 mm spacer and 100 mm C/S
ﬁlm on 15 mm Al43)

app. One magnitude lower than for
the described CR2016 set-up
depending on stack layout and
quantity of electrodes

diffusion of dissolved polysulﬁdes (=active material)
in the cell volume outside of the cell stack leading to
low Coulombic efﬁciencies and active material loss
that cannot be utilized anymore

Electrolyte ﬁlling

by adding droplets via a pipette
on one-layered electrode

the entire stack requires electrolyte
wetting and soaking, specially
adapted ﬁlling procedure, vacuum
might be applied

achieve homogeneous electrolyte wetting in the
entire multilayered electrode cell stack

Pressure

without springs: volume is ﬁxed
and no constant pressure
conditions
With springs: pressure can be
slightly adjusted, but dead
volume is higher

pouch cell is principally able to
inﬂate and to shrink allowing
constant pressure and pressure
monitoring by external tools

balancing the volume change of the cathode active
material during (de)lithiation, the plating or stripping
of lithium, and the electrolyte volume being soaked
in or out of the cathode porosity, especially in
multilayered pouch cells

Role of porosity
of electrodes

cathodes can swell due to
electrolyte up-take depending
on the spacer and coin cell type,
calendared dry electrode
density might not be the same
after electrolyte soaking or
during cycling

porosity and swelling behavior is a
key parameter during the (de-)
lithiation process when electrolyte is
soaked in and out

See ‘‘pressure.’’

Lithium excess
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lithium excess drastically lowers the energy density
of the corresponding pouch cells

Figure 1. Photographs of a Coin and a Pouch Cell and Their Main Differences According to the
Authors’ Experience

control of electrolyte content, and external pressure provide signiﬁcant advantages
for reproducible performance evaluation. Vice versa, the worse control on the
mentioned parameters is the main disadvantage of coin cell testing and limits the
deduction of application-relevant data.

CALCULATIONS OF THE ENERGY (VOLUMETRIC AND GRAVIMETRIC)
As already mentioned in the introduction and by Betz et al.,45 a transparent calculation of energy density on cell level is crucial. Herein, we calculate both gravimetric and volumetric energy for a multilayered pouch cell (further speciﬁcations
see Table 2). The calculation of the gravimetric energy density is based on all
active and inactive pouch cell components, including the packaging, current collectors, and separator. Volumetric energy density is calculated for the cell stack
(cathodes, anodes, electrolyte, and separator) only, cell packaging has not been
considered.
The speciﬁc energy (in Wh/kg) is calculated by the following equation:
ESp = Enom =mcell ;

(Equation 1)

Where Enom is the measured value of nominal discharge energy (in Wh) and mcell is
the total weight of the cell (in kg) including all its components.
Further, Enom and Cnom (in Ah) are calculated by the following equation:
Z
Z
U,I dt and Cnom = I dt:
(Equation 2)
Enom =
The nominal voltage of a cell Unom (in V) is then calculated by dividing the nominal
energy by nominal capacity.
Unom = Enom =Cnom ;

(Equation 3)

which results in an equation where the speciﬁc energy of the cell is a function of nominal capacity, nominal voltage, and total weight of the cell.
ESP = Cnom ,Unom =mcell

(Equation 4)

The weight of the cell is calculated by summarizing the weight of all components (in
kg), following
mcell = mLi + mccanode + mcathode + mcccathode + msep + mE + mt + h ;

(Equation 5)

with the respective components being indicated by the following indices: lithiummetal anode (Li), anode current collector (cc-anode), all components of the cathode;
sulfur, carbon, and binder (cathode), cathode current collector (cc-cathode), separator (sep), electrolyte (E), and tabs and housing (t+h).
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Table 2. Deﬁnition of the Most Relevant Parameters for the Calculations of Speciﬁc Energy and
Energy Density
Symbol

Value

Unit

Description

CSP,nom

1,313

mAh/g-S

speciﬁc capacity related to total mass of sulfur, ﬁrst
discharge with 0.05C

Unom

2.133

V

nominal voltage of ﬁrst discharge with 0.05C

ncathode

15

–

number of double-sided coated cathode
2

A1,cathode

32.66

cm

Acc,cathode

33.3

cm2

area of 1 cathode coating
area of 1 cathode current collector (71 3 46 mm2)

dAl

12

mm

thickness of aluminum foil used as cathode current
collector

rAl

2.7

g/cm3

density of aluminum (Gelon)

LS

1.692

–

sulfur loading (Sigma Aldrich)

uS

0.60

–

sulfur content

uC

0.25

–

carbon content (Printex XE2-B)

uB

0.05

–

binder content: carboxymethyl cellulose cmc (MTI) and
styrene-butadiene-rubber SBR (Targray)

uCNT

0.10

–

CNT content
3

rS

2.0

g/cm

rC

2.2

g/cm3

carbon density

rB

1.5

g/cm

3

binder density

rCNT

2.2

g/cm3

CNT density (Nanocyl 7000)

ncc,anode

16

–

number of anode current collectors (14 100 mm and 2
50 mm)

Acc,anode

1.4

cm2

area of 1 anode current collector ﬂag (copper)

dCu

10

mm

thickness of copper foil used as anode current collector
ﬂag

rCu

8.96

g/cm3

density of copper (Schlenk)

rLi

0.534

g/cm3

density of lithium (China Energy)

CSP,Li

3,860

mAh/g

speciﬁc capacity of lithium

Nexc

3.645

–

lithium excess (x-fold),

sulfur density

rE/S

4.4

mL/mg-S

electrolyte/sulfur ratio

rE

1.2

g/cm3

electrolyte density 1M LiTFSI + 0.5M LiNO3 in DME/DOL
(v:v = 1:1 [Gotion])

Asep

37.5

cm2

area of 1 sheet of separator (PE)

Lsep

0.8

mg/cm2

areal density of separator material

esep

0.4

–

porosity of separator

dsep

12

mm

thickness of separator material

mpackaging

2,470

mg

weight of the packaging plus pouch foil (Shova Denko)

mtab,anode

221.9

mg

weight of the anode tab

mtab,cathode

76.44

mg

weight of the cathode tab

Astack

37.5

cm

2

area of the cell stack

The weight of elemental Li from the anode is calculated by
Aanode
;
mLi = ðNexc + 1Þ,LS ,CSP;nom ,
CSP;Li

(Equation 6)

where Nexc is a number that describes the total lithium excess in the cell, LS is the sulfur loading of the cathode (in mg-S/cm2), CSP,nom is the nominal speciﬁc capacity of
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the cathode (in mAh/g-S, maximum 1,672 mAh/g-S), Aanode is the total electrode
geometrical area of the anode (in cm2, equal to Acathode), and CSP,Li is the speciﬁc capacity of lithium (in mAh/g-Li, 3,860 mAh/g-Li), see Table 2.
The weight of the anode current collector is described by
mccanode = Accanode ,nccanode ,dCu ,rCu ;

(Equation 7)

where Acc-anode is the area of the current collector of a single anode, nCC-anode is the total
number of anodes in the cell, dCu is the thickness of the copper foil (in mm) that is used as
a current collector in the anode, and rCu is the density of copper (in g-Cu/cm3).
The weight of the cathode is calculated by
mcathode = Acathode ,Ls =uS ;

(Equation 8)

where Acathode is the total electrode area of the cathode and uS is the mass content
of sulfur in the cathode.
The total area of the cathode is described by
Acathode = 2,A1;cathode ,ncathode ;

(Equation 9)

where A1,eletrode is the area of 1 cathode electrode and ncathode is the number of double-sided coated cathodes in the cell.
The weight of the cathode current collector is calculated according to the following
equation
mcccathode = Acccathode ,ncathode ,dAl ,rAl ;

(Equation 10)

where Acc-cathode is the number of cathode current collectors, dAl is the thickness of
the aluminum foil (in mm), and rAl is the density of aluminum (in g/cm3).
Each side of the double-sided coated cathode is separated from the anode by 1
sheet of separator; the weight of the separator is described by
msep = Asep ,2,ncathode ,Lsep ;

(Equation 11)

2

where Asep is the area of 1 sheet of separator (in cm ) and Lsep is the areal density of
the separator.
The weight of the electrolyte is calculated by
mE = Acathode ,LS ,rE=S ,rE ;

(Equation 12)

where rE/S is the ratio of the volume of the electrolyte and the total mass of sulfur in
the cell (in mL-E/mg-S) and rE is the density of the liquid electrolyte.
The additional weight of the tabs and housing plus packaging is a constant and depends on the materials used and the format of the cell. The calculations presented in
this perspective were carried out using the values for tabs and housing plus packaging from Table 2.
The volumetric energy density (in Wh/L) is calculated by
Evol = Cnom ,Vnom =Vcell ;

(Equation 13)

where Vnom is the volume of the cell (excluding t+h), described by the following
equation
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Vcell = dLi;all + dAl;all + dSep;all ,Astack + Vcathode ;

(Equation 14)

where dLi,all is the total thickness of all lithium in the cell (in mm), dAl,all is the total
thickness of the current collector in the cell (in mm), dSep,all is the thickness of all separator sheets in the cell, Astack is the area of the cell stack (in cm2, see Table 2), and
Vcathode is the volume of the cathode (in cm3) including all components of the cathode and a certain porosity ﬁlled with liquid electrolyte.
The thickness of all lithium is calculated by the following equation

dLi;all = ðNexc + 1Þ,LS ,CSP;nom ,Acathode ,nanode ðCSP;Li , rLi , Aanode Þ;

(Equation 15)

where rLi is the density of lithium.
The thickness of all cathode current collectors is calculated by
dAl;all = dAl ,ncathode :

(Equation 16)

The thickness of all separators is calculated by
dSep;all = dsep ,ncathode ;

(Equation 17)

where dsep is the thickness of the separator.
The volume of cathode Vcathode is the sum of the total volume of the solid components and the porous and with electrolyte ﬁlled volume of the cathode coating
Vcathode,poro.
Vcathode = Vcathode; comp + Vcathode; poro ;

(Equation 18)

where Vcathode,comp is the volume of the compact cathode raw materials (in cm3, for
mass fractions see Table 2), it stands for all solid components of cathode, S [sulfur], C
[carbon], B [binder], and CNT [carbon nanotubes]. mi is the weight of the individual
component [see below] and ri its density (see Table 2)
Vcathode;comp =

Xmi
i

ri

=

ms mC mB mCNT
+
+
+
:
rS rC rB rCNT

(Equation 19)

The weight of total sulfur in the cell is calculated by
mS = Acathode ,Ls :

(Equation 20)

The weight of total carbon in the cell is calculated by
mC = mcathode ,uC ;

(Equation 21)

where uC is the mass fraction of carbon in the cell.
The weight of the binder is calculated by
mB = mcathode ,uB ;

(Equation 22)

where uB is the mass fraction of binder in the cell.
Total weight of CNT is calculated by
mCNT = mcathode ,uCNT ;

(Equation 23)

where uCNT is the mass fraction of CNT in the cell.
The volume of the porous part of the cathode is described by the following equation,
including the liquid electrolyte and taking in to account that a part of the electrolyte
ﬁlls the porosity of the separator.
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Vcathode;poro = VE  Vsep; poro ;

(Equation 24)
3

where VE is the total volume of electrolyte in the cell (in cm ) and Vsep,poro is the
porous volume of the separator ﬁlled with liquid electrolyte.
Total volume of the electrolyte is calculated by
VE = Acathode ,LS ,rE=S

(Equation 25)

The volume of the electrolyte in separator porosity is described by
Vsep;poro = Asep ,2,ncathode ,dsep ,esep ;

(Equation 26)

where esep is the porosity of the separator (provided by the supplier, see Table 2).
Impact of Electrolyte and Anode Excess
Similar to lithium-metal batteries versus an NMC-based cathode,24 the most significant source for misinterpretations of lab cell results is related to the electrolyte and
anode excess masking the major degradation mechanisms in Li-S cells. The electrolyte is involved not only in ionic transport but also strongly inﬂuences the cathode
conversion chemistry.5 The cathode reaction mechanism is highly affected by the
electrolyte content46,47 as the dilution factor of polysulﬁdes determines dissolution
and precipitation equilibria. Furthermore, the ionic mobility and electrolyte viscosity
strongly depends on the polysulﬁde concentration with impact on the internal cell
resistance. Even more importantly, consumption of electrolyte components by the
anode surface is known to be the most relevant degradation phenomena. A high
excess of electrolyte according to state of the art (SOTA) containing 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME), 1,3-dioxolane (DOL), Lithium bis(triﬂuoromethanesulfonyl)imide
(LiTFSI), and lithium nitrate (LiNO3) implies an endless LiNO3 reservoir for SEI repair,
hence masking anode degradation under real (lean) conditions. Thus, electrolyte
volume referenced to the sulfur mass in the cathode (E:S or E:C) has tremendous
impact on cycle life, rate capability, and speciﬁc cathode utilization, especially at
high loadings.48 In detail, high E:S ratio49 usually enhances cycle life as electrolyte
depletion proceeds over a longer timespan before dry out leads to cell failure. As
a consequence of these phenomena, the electrolyte content has implications on
other cell components as well.
Often neglected parameters, such as pressure on cell stack,26,39 porosity,48 and
swelling capability of electrodes as well as separators,28,50 are expected to all impact
the cell performance indirectly through interfering with the electrolyte volume being
soaked up in the cell stack.
Within the past two years, the degree of cathode densiﬁcation and the impact on
prospective prototype cell performance has been systematically investigated in
DME/DOL ether-based standard electrolyte.48,51 In those studies, the increasing
cathode density results in a signiﬁcant overpotential in the second plateau region
being in good agreement with the author’s experience. The overpotential can be
attributed to reduced ionic mobility and accompanied by high viscosity52 due to
the limited pore volume for the electrolyte take-up.
Those ﬁndings imply that a comparison of components and materials will likely be
inﬂuenced by electrode porosity and the capability to soak up electrolyte rather
than intrinsic carbon porosity. In order to exclude such secondary impact, porosity,
pressure, and swelling capability of cell components need to be carefully monitored
in comparative studies. Similarly, lithium metal is typically used in huge (15- to 20-
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Figure 2. Mass Distribution for Three Scenarios
The components of the reference pouch cell (left), the same pouch cell excluding the weight of the tabs and housing (middle), and a Li-S coin cell
excluding coin cell housing (right). The same parameters as for the pouch cell were used to calculate the mass distribution for the coin cell (Table 2).
Additional parameters for the coin cell: cathode diameter of 15 mm; diameter of Li chip, 16.5 mm; thickness of Li chip, 250 mm; electrolyte/sulfur ratio,
7 mL/mg S; and diameter of separator, 19 mm.

fold) excess,24 usually leading to a higher ratio of anode and cathode loading (N/P
ratio). Besides electrolyte decomposition, lithium-metal consumption is one of the
major degradation phenomena through SEI and ‘‘dead lithium’’ formation upon
cycling;22,26 hence, a higher N/P ratio leads to a higher cycle stability.
Re-evaluating Factors for Energy Density Improvement
One critical parameter is the estimation of energy density on prototype cell level.
Very often, this parameter is calculated by multiplying the capacity with the average
voltage being measured in half-cells versus lithium. 2,660 Wh/kg is the theoretical
energy density of a Li-S cell. Theoretical estimations by Betz et al.45 for a cylindrical
18,650-cell geometry show that the ﬁnal speciﬁc energy density including all components and housing is as low as 277 Wh/kg. However, cylindrical cells are not the
optimal geometry in order to bring out the beneﬁcial features of a Li-S cell as the
housing is comparatively heavy. According to Lu et al.,48 pouch cells are basically
the type of cell offering the best ratio of active to inactive material mass.
Naturally, providing an excess of electrolyte and lithium in order to enhance the cycle life of cells has obvious limitations when considering the cell’s energy density.
Even at moderate lithium and electrolyte excess, both components take a signiﬁcant
fraction of the cell’s volume and weight. Similar to NMC-based lithium-metal batteries,24 conditions in most test cell environments (electrolyte to sulfur ratio; volume
per mass or mass per mass E/S >4 mL/mg sulfur and n/p > 4) translate in speciﬁc energy values well below 100 Wh/kg also for Li-S cells. It is reported that electrolyte
content takes by far the largest fraction of presently developed prototype cells,48,53
even at moderate values of E/S = 4 mL/mg sulfur. This ﬁnding is in good agreement
with the estimations presented in the following. Given that carbon and sulfur have
intrinsically low mass densities, the inactive material mass portion is rather high
compared to LIBs.
In recent literature, the areal active material loading has been identiﬁed as a crucial
parameter for increasing energy density, and recent publications report on values
exceeding 10 mg/cm2.50
Furthermore, the sulfur/carbon ratio is often considered to be an important factor.48,50 The motivation of increasing loading levels thereby is to minimize the
mass and volume fractions of the inactive cell components. However, the impact
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Figure 3. Parameters for the IWS Reference Cell
Speciﬁc capacity and Coulombic efﬁciency over cycle number (A), speciﬁc energy and energy efﬁciency over cycle number (B), and component mass
distribution according to the IWS cell design and development (C).

of an Al current collector, separator, and carbon in a typical Li-S cell is rather low as
they only take a minor fraction of volume and weight, even at moderate loading
levels.48 It should be noted that mass fractions of components highly depend on
the overall cell design. As an example, introducing a 10 mm copper foil as the anode
current collector will change the mass fraction of all components signiﬁcantly. The
relations and conclusions discussed here are therefore closely related to the design
of our reference cell (Figure 1, 2, 3, and 4; Table 2), which is usually prepared as follows: cathodes used herein consist of a Printex carbon black-sulfur composite and a
small fraction of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) as the conductive additive. A mixture of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and styrene-butadiene-rubber
(SBR) as a binder was added. The mixture was adjusted to achieve a sulfur content
of 60% in the electrode. The cathode was produced via roll-to-roll processing (Jakob
Weiß & Söhne Maschinenfabrik GmbH [JWS]) and a slot die (FMP Technology
GmbH). The electrodes were vacuum dried at 50 C for 1 h prior to cell assembly.
For the latter, the cathode was assembled against a Li anode (China Energy) and
separated through a polyethylene (PE) separator (12 mm). Pouch cells (71 3
46 mm2) were assembled using double-side coated cathodes. Cells were cycled between 1.9 and 2.6 V versus metallic lithium. The current rate for all measurement
was C/20 for the formation cycle, and subsequent cycling was conducted with a
C/10 rate.
The sensitivity analysis of the reference cell conﬁrms only a minor impact of the sulfur
loading level for values above 3 mAh/cm2 (Figure 4C), while minimizing the electrolyte content is key for both gravimetric and volumetric energy density (Figure 4B).
Because of the low mass density of metallic lithium, the anode excess limits the volumetric energy density much more than the speciﬁc energy (Figure 4A). Considering
the minor impact of high active material loadings on energy density, the recent trend
in further maximizing sulfur loadings49 to 10 mAh/cm2 and beyond seems to be
questionable (Figure 4C).
Furthermore, high active material loadings have several other consequences being
often neglected. First of all, the internal resistance will signiﬁcantly increase, as the
ionic transport in the electrolyte is known to be a determining factor.41,52 Both,
similar to NMC-based lithium-metal batteries,24 the electrode distance as well as
the areal current will increase at a given C-rate, when increasing the loading level,
with negative implications on the power capability of the system. According to
Chen et al., the increase in areal current has another crucial impact being related
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Figure 4. Projected Energy Density (Gravimetric and Volumetric) of the Reference Cell
The amount of Li-excess (A), electrolyte/sulfur E/S ratio (B), sulfur-loading (C), and sulfur utilization (C).

to the major anode degradation phenomena of Li-S cells. Dendritic growth and electrolyte decomposition are known to be dependent on the charging current per area.
Thus, under realistic conditions (at low excess of Li and electrolyte), the cell’s cycle
life will be drastically lowered with increasing active material loadings and a given
charging C-rate.24

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS
In order to advance Li-S technology toward a wider applicability, development and
testing of cell components need to be performed under realistic conditions. Furthermore, from this holistic viewpoint, new scientiﬁc questions arise that need to be addressed by fundamental research regarding both lab cell and prototype cell
research. Scientists are committed to reconsider and adapt their cell setups and
characterization protocols for establishing fair and comparative evaluation.
Li-S Pouch Cell Development toward Industrialization
The commercial success of Li-S accumulators will depend on its capability to meet
the major requirements for speciﬁc applications. In order to test and optimize the
required performance parameters close-to-application multilayer-pouch cells are
most likely the ideal environment. Introducing new materials and concepts require
conﬁrmed pouch cell performance under realistic conditions. Data derived from
coin-type cell testing typically do not allow for deriving decisive characteristics (energy density, power capability, and safety) being relevant for such application-oriented development. In addition, the effect of pressure application on pouch cells
being investigated requires reinvestigation.
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Table 3. Recommendations for Reporting Parameters in Lithium-Sulfur-Battery Lab-Scale
Testing
Parameter

Recommendation

Cathode parameter

tap density of the cathode in g/cm3 before and ideally after cycling,
thickness and areal loading of sulfur in mg/cm2, all cathode
components (binder, conductive additive etc.) and their
characteristics (composition, batch label etc.), current collector
(thickness, areal mass)

Coin cell

type should be stated (CR2032, 2016, Swaglok, Hohsen, etc.);
applied crimping pressure or spring force or type

Separator

at least: thickness, material (PP, GF, or PE) and ideally: the
manufacturer

Lithium anode

chip thickness and diameter, or n/p ratio

Electrolyte

type of electrolyte and amount based on the sulfur mass (E/S ratio)

Operation voltage window

the discharge cut-off voltage should be adjusted to the electrolyte
depletion window, especially when using LiNO3 as additive

Temperature

should be stated for each graph

Fundamental Scientiﬁc Questions Requiring More Attention and Dedicated
Testing Environment
Because of the complex process line and high material amount being required for pouch
cell manufacturing, materials and electrolyte screening via pouch cells would be inefﬁcient. Hence, there is still considerable need for lab-scale methods for the pre-evaluation
of cell components as well as to study fundamental mechanisms under realistic conditions. To guarantee meaningful screening parameters that are transferable to pouch
cell design, the following considerations should be taken into account.
The electrolyte is the most inﬂuential component and will most likely take the largest
mass fraction even in optimized Li-S cells (Figure 2). It can be assumed that E/S ratios
<<4 mL/mg will be required in order to achieve a speciﬁc energy exceeding today’s
Li-ion cells—not only for the Li-S system, but also for metallic lithium as a generic
anode. At the same time, the electrolyte content impacts all cell’s key performance
indicators through its speciﬁc interactions with all cell components. As a consequence, a solid understanding of those interactions under restricted electrolyte volume is required in order to improve cell performance.
Ideally, new test cells shall be designed allowing the control and minimization of
electrolyte content and constant pressure distribution on the electrode stack.40 In
addition, methods to investigate the swelling behavior of cathodes in various electrolytes in situ should be established.
Further investigation of the lithium, electrolyte, and additive consumption per cycle
including their solid, liquid, or gaseous decomposition24 products under various
conditions and for different electrolyte systems would be of high value. Understanding ionic mobility within highly concentrated (saturated) polysulﬁde solutions in
various electrolytes would be another important aspect.
Recommendations for Reporting Parameters
Nevertheless, similar to the recommendations given by Cao et al.,50 the parameters
given in Table 3 should be regarded as a mandatory quality standard in scientiﬁc reporting by authors, reviewers, and publishing editors and an integration in peer-review processes is highly desirable.
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CONCLUSIONS
As already discussed by other perspectives, application-relevant data (such as cycle
life, rate capability, and energy density) are inaccessible via electrochemical standard tests in today’s Li-S-lab cells because of electrolyte and anode excess masking
major degradation mechanisms. Because of the gap of lab cell characterization and
prototype cell development, misinterpretations and false expectations are
frequently reported: material property impacts are often over-interpreted, while parameters with indirect impact (e.g., electrode and separator porosity and pressure
on cell stack) are neglected.
In order to improve the relevance and scientiﬁc progress in Li-S-technology, rapid
transfer and evaluation of new concepts on prototype (multilayer-pouch) cell level
is essential, especially for electrolytes working in a lean electrolyte regime. Furthermore, fundamental studies should concentrate on fundamental scientiﬁc questions
related to the main bottlenecks of Li-S-cells: understanding anode and electrolyte
degradation phenomena and realistic evaluation of stabilizing interfaces (e.g., via
protective coatings and electrolyte additives in a lean electrolyte regime). For
such advances, new analytical tools allowing electrochemical studies under lean
electrolyte conditions and in situ studies of electrolyte and additive depletion
pose tremendous chances for impactful research. In addition, tap density and the
accompanied swelling and compaction behavior of cathodes in different electrolytes should be further addressed. Consequently, pressure distribution in pouch
cells should be monitored and adapted to the respective mechanical properties of
the cathode and anode, respectively. With these guidelines and continued efforts,
Li-S technology will further improve fostering its breakthrough as a sustainable,
safe, and lightweight energy storage option in the near future.
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